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 Matching vocabulary - Myths    Date: ___________________ 

Match the definitions with the vocabulary words.  
  

A. A story from long ago that might not  

    be true. 

B. A powerful being believed to control  

    aspects of the world or life. 

C. A person who is very brave and  

    does great things.  

D. Stories about gods, heroes and  

    monsters.  

E. Things that cannot be explained by  

    science.  

F.  An animal that doesn’t exist in  

     real life. 

G. A female god.  

H. Very old, from a long time ago.  

I. Something you think is true or real,   

    even if you can’t see it.  

J. A person who can predict the future.  

 

 

 

 

1. (     ) God 

2. (     ) Myth 

3. (     ) Mythology 

4. (     ) Oracle 

5. (     ) Goddess 

6. (     ) Hero 

7. (     ) Ancient 

8. (     ) Belief 

9. (     ) Supernatural 

10. (     ) Mythical creature 
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